errors in the tip positioning and nanoparticle localization. Although, in recent years, various pZt control schemes have been developed to compensate for the effects of the nonlinearities and reduce the spatial uncertainties [5] - [7] , the uncertainties still exist because of the drift and other nonlinearities inherent in the piezo and overall system or the lack of sensing methods for Afm tip and nanoparticles. the existence of such uncertainties makes it impossible to find the sufficiently accurate position of the Afm tip and nanoparticles or other nanoobjects being moved to ensure successful manipulation to the target position, and each pushing process in the nanoparticle transfer has to be verified by a new imaging or local scan strategy [8] . obviously, the uncertainties consume a large amount of system resources and time and cause unstable nanoparticle transfer, which hampers the realization of high-efficiency automated nanomanipulation.
furthermore, most schemes on nanomanipulation using Afm put emphasis on how to detect a lost target, while few have considered how to control and restrain the uncertainties before the target needs to be detected. in practice, it is still an unsolved contradiction for the single sharp Afm tip between obtaining highresolution images and exerting a tiny single-point force on a nanotarget, which makes nanoparticles easily diverge and lose contact with the Afm tip under a conventional pushing strategy such as target-oriented pushing (top) [9] .
besides the tip positioning and the single-point force between the Afm tip and nanoparticles, the physical interaction at the nanoscale is different from the situation at the macroscale. Although various models have been developed for Afmbased particle pushing [10] , many parameters in these models are difficult to calibrate in practice. therefore, it is difficult to precisely predict the moving trajectory of the nanoparticle being pushed.
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VIRTUAL NANOHAND STRATEGY
to overcome the current challenges and provide new capabilities in the Afmbased robotic nanomanipulation system, a virtual nanohand strategy (VNhs) has been developed for automatic and stable nanoparticle pushing without monitoring the dynamic interactions between the tip and nanoparticles during the whole pushing process [11] - [13] . figure 1 illustrates the concept of the Afm-based VNhs.
in the traditional top, the single Afm tip is always programmed to strike the center of the nanoparticle being pushed [ figure 1(a) ]. however, the error caused by the uncertainties with the tip positioning always exists and often causes the strike to fail, and, hence, the nanoparticle rotates while being pushed forward until the tip slips away from the nanoparticle. rescanning for the localization of the nanoparticle has to be executed before the next step of pushing, which wastes a lot of time.
Another conventional nanoparticle pushing strategy, double-tip pushing, can well bound the trajectory of the nanoparticle being pushed by two tips on either one cantilever or two independent cantilevers [figure 1(b)]. in the case of one cantilever, the distance between the two tips and the orientation is fixed, which is neither flexible for different sizes of nanoparticles and different pushing direction nor good for imaging. in the case of two independent cantilevers, the system cost as well as the system complexity is largely increased.
in the strategy of virtual nanohand pushing, the single Afm tip is always programmed to push one side of the nanoparticle instead of the center of the particle directly [figure 1(c)]. in this way, it is ensured that the tip always pushes a certain side of the particle to make the particle rotate in a predictable direction, although it is still not sure about the exact contact point on the particle. After a short pushing, the tip is programmed for the next pushing by drawing back and pushing the other side of the particle to ensure that the particle rotates in the opposite direction. A virtual nanohand strategy (VNHS) has been developed for automatic and stable nanoparticle pushing without monitoring the dynamic interactions between the tip and nanoparticles during the whole pushing process.
the multipoint pushing movements repeat by switching the contacting points from one side to another of the particle being pushed, and the process mimics a human hand flicking a ball with multiple fingers alternately. this prevents the tip from slipping away from the particle and stably hobbles the manipulated particle throughout the entire pushing process until the particle gets to the target location. the VNhs can also be applied to push nanorods [ figure 1(d) ]. in the process of nanoparticle transfer, the static torques exerted on the nanoparticle are self-balanced, and the relationship of the pushing torque and the friction torques can be described for nanorods [figure 2(a)] and nanoparticles [figure 2(b)], respectively [13] . solving the equation, the instantaneous center of rotation and velocity of the nano-object can be achieved and the moving trajectory is obtained. the uncertainties of both the Afm tip and nanoparticle limit the manipulation precision for nanoparticle transfer. A stochastic prediction method is used to predict the uncertainty distributions, and the parameters of the nanohand are accordingly designated. in the stochastic prediction method, the uncertainty distribution of the position of a nanoparticle is calculated using the monte carlo algorithm based on its kinematics model with Gaussian hypothesis for the initial state [11] , [12] . Using the stochastic prediction method, the prediction of uncertainty distribution of the nanoparticle position in the VhN strategy is shown in figure 2(c) , and the position distribution can be described by beta functions [12] . the uncertainty distribution of the nanoparticle position in the top strategy is shown in figure 2(d) . it is obvious that the distribution with the top strategy diverges more than that with the VNhs, and it is indicated that the VNhs is much more robust than the top strategy.
one of the advantages of the VNhs is that it assists the operator in performing nanoparticle transfer stably, efficiently, and effectively. Ultimately, the VNhs can intensify the Afm-based robotic nanomanipulation system so that the only thing an operator needs to do is specify the manipulation task.
APPLICATIONS OF THE VIRTUAL NANOHAND IN AFM-BASED NANOMANIPULATION
the VNhs can be easily integrated into the existing Afm-based nanomanipulation system without adding any hardware (figure 3) . the current system is comprised of three subsystems, including the main Afm system, the real-time signal processor, and the augmented reality environment, all 
The parameters in the nanohand strategy can be freely adjusted for different kinds of nanoparticles and task environments.
controlled by three computers, respectively [ figure 3(a) ]. the Afm system has the single sharp end effector actuated by a piezoelectric tube in the hybrid header, and the end effector can be controlled either by a program through the control panel or by an operator through a haptic device. the control panel includes the augmented reality interface for the convenience of real-time visualization of the nanomanipulation task space. A signal access module (sAm), as a physical interface of all the subsystems, makes many real-time parameters, among hybrid heads, Afm controllers, or other devices, accessible and directly controllable. During nanomanipulation, the Afm system first scans a sample surface and finds the interesting area by sending the image to the augmented reality interface as a road map for manipulation. in the traditional way, the operator needs to determine the tip position and feels the real-time interaction force between the tip and the nanoparticle through the haptic device. the displacement of the haptic device is transformed into a control voltage signal to the Afm controller via the sAm, and, finally, the end effector in the hybrid header responds to the haptic displacement to implement the manipulation. Using the VNhs mentioned earlier, the tip position and moving trajectory as well as other parameters can be automatically defined with a stochastic prediction model [ figure 3 (b) and (c)]. As a stable pushing strategy, the nanohand may liberate the operator throughout the entire pushing process. to ensure that the nanohand successfully grasps the nano-object, the system can adopt its existing local scan technology to locate the initial tip position. furthermore, the parameters in the nanohand strategy can be freely adjusted for different kinds of nanoparticles and task environments. on the operator side, it is just like manipulating a robotic hand to grasp and transfer a nano-object.
the effectiveness and efficiency of the novel nanohand strategy have been demonstrated by several manipulating tests, as shown in figure 4 . Among these patterns, every nanoparticle pushing is a continuous process without local scanning in between, and no nanoparticles are lost during the entire pushing process [13] .
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
the VNhs overcomes one of the severe bottlenecks in the Afm-based robotic nanomanipulation system. by combining the highly efficient and stable nanohand pushing strategy and the real-time visualization nanorobot system, the Afm becomes a more powerful tool to fabricate nanostructures and nanodevices. in future research, the applicability of The AFM becomes a more powerful tool to fabricate nanostructures and nanodevices. the Afm-based virtual nanohand will be extended for environmental changes and pose controllability, and the whole pushing process will become more automatic and intelligent, which is fundamental for massively fabricating complex nanostructures. 
FIGURE 4
The nanoparticle pushing results using the upgraded AFM-based nanomanipulation system. (a) and (b) Nanoparticle pushing results. Every particle pushing is planned using the tested multipoint VNHS. (c) Before nanorod pushing. (d) After nanorod pushing. The VNHS easily maintains the orientation of the nanomanipulated object.
